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Introduction
CRAB is the user front end of CMS for using the GRID for analysis.

GRID analysis requires many different systems to work hand-in-hand (Sites, 
CEs, SEs, dCache, Castor, DBS, BDII, (and all the other acronyms) ... ).

Many unforeseen problems can arise at the boundaries between those many 
systems.

CRAB provides a common user interface and tries to notify the user of all 
problems. This is hard and CRAB is not always successful.

Due to the complexity of GRID analysis, CRAB is not always the source of the 
problem (rarely actually). Most of the time, systems don’t behave properly or 
don’t play nicely together

This tutorial:

gives hints on how to avoid problems beforehand

lists common problems and errors

tries to help debugging problems and errors
2
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Outline
This tutorial tries to follow the workflow of CRAB:

➡ Setup

➡ Configure

➡ Create

➡ Submit

➡ Check Status

➡ Getoutput

But one of the major source of problems is the user’s 
code itself, therefore one advice:

TEST YOUR CODE LOCALLY !!!
3
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Again

4

TEST YOUR 
CODE 

LOCALLY
On preferably the same or very similar input events.

If you cannot reach suited input events, simulate and 
reconstruct 10-20 events yourself for your tests.
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Job length
Choose your job-splitting carefully:

Don’t write too much output (<= 2 GB, later more)

Don’t run too long ( 8 - 24 hours jobs, 8 hours is optimal)

Estimate your running time from your local tests and help 
GRID sites to put you in appropriate queues (avoid having 
jobs running for 8 hours land in queues with maximum 10 minutes running 
time and abort)

This is not always required but helps in specific cases to avoid problems.

Attention: It seems that CERN is not correctly advertising WallClockTime, so 
you can only play with the max_cpu_time in the crab.cfg for CERN.

5

[EDG]

## cpu time and wall_clock_time(=real time) in minutes. Written into the jdl file
#max_cpu_time = 60
#max_wall_clock_time = 60
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Setup
To prevent errors due to python version :

Use the following order to setup your submission 
environment:

1. Setup the UI (e.g. on lxplus source /afs/cern.ch/project/gd/
LCG-share/current/etc/profile.d/grid_env.(c)sh)

2. eval `scramv1 runtime -(c)sh`

3. Setup crab environment by sourcing crab.(c)sh (e.g. on lxplus 
source /afs/cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/scripts/Crab/crab.(c)sh)

6

crab: Cannot create job type CMSSW (file: cms_cmssw, class Cmssw):
No module named logging
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crab.cfg: RB configuration
CRAB provides possibility to automatically download the official CERN 
RB configuration when appropriate

If deactivated, CRAB uses the local UI configuration which might be 
outdated, it is always advisable to use the official CERN RB configuration

Technically, CRAB downloads configuration files into execution 
directory of CRAB commands

If files already exist, no new files are downloaded

In case of RB problems (no compatible resources, ... ) delete those files 
and let CRAB download the latest versions 

7

[EDG]

## to change the CMS-broker RB. The ones available for CMS are "CERN" and "CNAF": the configuration
## files needed to change the broker will be automatically downloaded from CRAB web page. If the
## files are already present on the working directory they will be used. 
rb = CERN

files for scheduler = edg:      edg_wl_ui.conf.CMS_CERN
                                edg_wl_ui_cmd_var.conf.CMS_CERN

file  for scheduler = glite*:   glite.conf.CMS_CERN
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Deactivate misbehaving RB
If a RB is misbehaving, the user can manually remove it from 
the downloaded configuration files by just removing all of the 
corresponding entries

Don’t forget to remove the RB configuration files and re-
download after the RB behaves again

8

Example: edg_wl_ui.conf.CMS_CERN

#
# This file /opt/edg/etc/cms/edg_wl_ui.conf is managed by LCFG. Do not modify!
#

[
VirtualOrganisation = "cms";
NSAddresses = {"rb107.cern.ch:7772","rb119.cern.ch:7772","rb122.cern.ch:7772"};
LBAddresses = {{"rb107.cern.ch:9000"},{"rb119.cern.ch:9000"},{"rb122.cern.ch:9000"}};
## HLR location is optional. Uncomment and fill correctly for
## enabling accounting
#HLRLocation = "fake HLR Location"
## MyProxyServer is optional. Uncomment and fill correctly for
## enabling proxy renewal. This field should be set equal to
## MYPROXY_SERVER environment variable
MyProxyServer = "myproxy.cern.ch"
]

delete to remove 
rb122.cern.ch
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Output handling
CRAB has (currently) two ways of handling output using

the RB sandbox

a dedicated storage element (SE)

Like the input sandbox, the output sandbox is limited in size:

Input Sandbox: 10 MB

Output Sandbox: 100 MB

Attention: the output sandbox is TRUNCATED when exceeding 100 MB 
resulting in corrupted files

PLAN AHEAD

Rule of thumb: 

if you would like to get CMSSW ROOT files back, please use a 
storage element

9
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Storage element interaction
The GRID is based on distributed facilities accessible to a very large number of users

For authentication, each user’s account would have to be replicated to each facility → 
too complicated and too large effort

➡ The GRID uses proxies of certificates to authenticate its users against services (CEs, 
SEs)

The proxy is mapped against a local account which is different from service to service

When you use a storage element within CRAB, it is not actually your user account 
which transfers the file but your proxy and the account mapped to your proxy on 
your SE

Therefore it is important that the target directory on your SE (owned by your 
account) is group-writable so that the mapped account of your proxy can write to it

Examples:

10

CASTOR: rfchmod +775 /castor/cern.ch/user/u/username/subdir
dCache: chmod +775 /pnfs/cms/WAX/resilient/username/subdir
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Creation: job splitting
Datasets are basically grouped: 

DataSet → Block → File

CRAB job splitting obeys block borders, meaning that 
a single job of a project cannot span two blocks

Sometimes leads to more jobs than requested !!!

Blocks of a single DataSet can be located at different 
sites

If using white_list and black_list statements, jobs for 
only parts of the DataSet can be created.

11
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Creation: dataset discovery
Check that your selected dataset exists at least at one site using the DBS discovery page

During creation, CRAB contacts DBS to collect all needed information for job splitting and job preparation.  
Also the availability of the individual blocks is checked: 

If needed, sites can be excluded or selected for submission (parameter in [EDG] section of crab.cfg):

Primary selection depends on SE name given on DBS discovery page:

se_black_list: exclude sites

se_white_list: selects sites

Secondary selection depends on CE name given during CRAB data discovery (see submission):

ce_black_list: excludes CEs of sites

ce_white_list: selects CEs of sites

Selection uses RegExp style strings

Example: “se_white_list = fnal.gov” selects all SEs which contain fnal.gov

12

[EDG]

se_black_list = cern.ch
se_white_list = fnal.gov

[EDG]

ce_black_list = cern.ch
ce_white_list = cmslcgce2.fnal.gov

crab. Contacting DBS...
crab. Required data are :/RelVal131Higgs-ZZ-4Mu/CMSSW_1_3_1-1176118250/GEN-SIM-DIGI-RECO
crab. The number of available events is 2200

crab. Contacting DLS...
crab. Sites (2) hosting part/all of dataset: ['srm.cern.ch', 'cmssrm.fnal.gov']
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Creation: TarBall creation
CRAB ships the user’s code to the site for execution

CRAB’s tarball contains:

all libraries of the CMSSW user project directory

all files in all data directories in the src directory of the 
user’s CMSSW project directory

To not exceed CRAB’s internal limitation of 10MB input 
sandbox (from CRAB_1_5_1 on):

Don’t have too many not used libraries in your local project

Don’t have any unnecessary files in any data directories, 
especially don’t execute CRAB from within a data directory

13
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Submission
During submission, CRAB checks if the first job can find 
any compatible resources, requirements are

installed CMSSW software version

List of SEs hosting requested DataSet

Additional CE requirements according to ce_black/white_lists

Production status of site (passing SAM tests)

If compatibility check fails, you can check the software 
installation status at:

http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/www/Crab/cmsCE.html

http://home.fnal.gov/~burt/all_cmssoft.html

OSG-Only: http://home.fnal.gov/~burt/osg_cmssoft.html
14

http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/www/Crab/cmsCE.html
http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/www/Crab/cmsCE.html
http://home.fnal.gov/~burt/all_cmssoft.html
http://home.fnal.gov/~burt/all_cmssoft.html
http://home.fnal.gov/~burt/osg_cmssoft.html
http://home.fnal.gov/~burt/osg_cmssoft.html
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CMSSW site status (extract)

15
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Submission
During submission, CRAB will check for compatible resources of the jobs and list the available CEs:

The CE names can be used to further narrow down the site selection (ce_white/black_list)

If CRAB still cannot find any compatible resources:

the site(s) might fail tests which continuously check the status of the site (called Site Availability 
Monitoring, SAM). If failing a defined number of tests, the site is not receiving any jobs anymore till the 
problems are fixed and the tests pass again. You can check site test status here:

https://lcg-sam.cern.ch:8443/sam/sam.py

If the job cannot be submitted at all because no compatible resources found and the expected sites 
from the data discovery fail SAM tests, wait till the problems get fixed and submit again after a while.

16

crab. Matched Sites :['cmslcgce.fnal.gov', 'cmslcgce2.fnal.gov']
crab. Found 2 compatible site(s) for job 1
crab. Matched Sites :['ce102.cern.ch', 'ce106.cern.ch', 'ce107.cern.ch', 'ce113.cern.ch', 
'ce119.cern.ch', 'ce121.cern.ch', 'ce120.cern.ch', 'ce114.cern.ch', 'ce123.cern.ch', 'ce108.cern.ch', 
'ce118.cern.ch', 'ce122.cern.ch']
crab. Found 12 compatible site(s) for job 3

crab. No compatible site found, will not submit job X

https://lcg-sam.cern.ch:8443/sam/sam.py
https://lcg-sam.cern.ch:8443/sam/sam.py
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Status check

Important information for debugging: site the job ran 
on (E_HOST)

17

crab. crab (version 1.5.2) running on Mon Jun 11 17:51:55 2007
                                                                                                                                                  
crab. Working options:
  scheduler           edg
  job type            CMSSW
  working directory   /afs/cern.ch/user/s/spiga/scratch0/Tutorial/CMSSW_1_3_1/src/Demo/MyTrackAnalyzer/
test/crab_0_070611_174014/
                                                                                                                                                  
crab. Checking the status of all jobs: please wait
Chain    STATUS             E_HOST                                   EXE_EXIT_CODE JOB_EXIT_STATUS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1        Running            cmslcgce2.fnal.gov
2        Running            cmslcgce.fnal.gov
3        Running            cmslcgce2.fnal.gov
4        Running            cmslcgce.fnal.gov
5        Running            cmslcgce.fnal.gov
6        Running            cmslcgce.fnal.gov
7        Running            cmslcgce2.fnal.gov
8        Running            cmslcgce2.fnal.gov
9        Running            cmslcgce.fnal.gov
10       Running            cmslcgce.fnal.gov
                                                                                                                                                  
>>>>>>>>> 10 Total Jobs
                                                                                                                                                  
>>>>>>>>> 10 Jobs Running
          List of jobs: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
crab. Log-file is /afs/cern.ch/user/s/spiga/scratch0/Tutorial/CMSSW_1_3_1/src/Demo/MyTrackAnalyzer/test/
crab_0_070611_174014/log/crab.log
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Status check

Important to know: The difference between job status “aborted” and “done”: 

“done” jobs actually ran at the site while “aborted” jobs indicate a 
problem with the GRID infrastructure (mainly RB).

The cause of job aborts can be investigated using

producing an ascii file with the output of

summarizing the cause of the problem

When looking for help in case of aborted jobs, it’s usually a good idea to provide 
the postMortem output for debugging purposes

18

crab -postMortem <job>

edg-job-get-logging-info -v 2 <https grid-id>



error 
code

Description Explanation

10020  'cmsset_default.sh file not found'
Software installation on the site 

could not be reached
10031  'CMS software dir not found'

10032  'problem sourcing cmsset_default.sh'

10033  'OS unknown, LCG/OSG environment not initialized' Middleware could not be identified

10034  'CMSSW not found, scram(v1) project did not succeed'
Problem with creation of local 

CMSSW project directory

50113
 'Too few arguments for wrapper script: $1 Job Number, 

$2 First Event for this job, $3 Max Event for this job'
Problem with the job creation

60302  'No output file to manage (exe exit code != 0)
Output could not be prepared for 
shipping or could not be staged 
out because execution failed.

99999  'FrameworkJobReport could not be parsed'
Problem with 

FrameworkJobReport
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Error codes
Exe_Exit_Code: exit code directly from CMSSW

Job_Exit_Code: exit code from the WN wrapper script:

19
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Getoutput

One error which might occur is related to the RB:

One possible reason is a full disk on the RB. This 
problem might go away by itself. If not report it and 
deactivate / change the RB configuration

20

Error caught Unable to retrieve the status for: https://gdrb03.cern.ch:9000/
DYZIjEKTNRiB44am8d7RBQ
    edg_wll_JobStatus: Connection refused: edg_wll_ssl_connect(): server closed the 
connection, probably due to overload
    crab. Unable to retrieve the status for: https://gdrb03.cern.ch:9000/
DYZIjEKTNRiB44am8d7RBQ
    edg_wll_JobStatus: Connection refused: edg_wll_ssl_connect(): server closed the 
connection, probably due to overload

https://gdrb03.cern.ch:9000/DYZIjEKTNRiB44am8d7RBQ
https://gdrb03.cern.ch:9000/DYZIjEKTNRiB44am8d7RBQ
https://gdrb03.cern.ch:9000/DYZIjEKTNRiB44am8d7RBQ
https://gdrb03.cern.ch:9000/DYZIjEKTNRiB44am8d7RBQ
https://gdrb03.cern.ch:9000/DYZIjEKTNRiB44am8d7RBQ
https://gdrb03.cern.ch:9000/DYZIjEKTNRiB44am8d7RBQ
https://gdrb03.cern.ch:9000/DYZIjEKTNRiB44am8d7RBQ
https://gdrb03.cern.ch:9000/DYZIjEKTNRiB44am8d7RBQ
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Time for

21

Questions
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The end

22
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Addendum: authentication problems
After getting your proxy with

you can check it with:

which should produce output like

23

voms-proxy-init -voms cms

voms-proxy-info -all

subject   : /DC=org/DC=doegrids/OU=People/CN=Oliver Gutsche 103748/CN=proxy
issuer    : /DC=org/DC=doegrids/OU=People/CN=Oliver Gutsche 103748
identity  : /DC=org/DC=doegrids/OU=People/CN=Oliver Gutsche 103748
type      : proxy
strength  : 512 bits
path      : /tmp/x509up_u12840
timeleft  : 11:59:54
VO        : cms
subject   : /DC=org/DC=doegrids/OU=People/CN=Oliver Gutsche 103748
issuer    : /C=CH/O=CERN/OU=GRID/CN=host/lcg-voms.cern.ch
attribute : /cms/Role=NULL/Capability=NULL
attribute : /cms/analysis/Role=NULL/Capability=NULL
attribute : /cms/uscms/Role=NULL/Capability=NULL
timeleft  : 11:59:54
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Addendum: authentication problems
Check authentication to individual CEs:

Check job execution at a CE (only works if UI and CE have the same OS (SL3/SL4)), 
returns date and time:

Check job execution at a CE (only works if UI has condor scheduler running)

24

globusrun -a -r cmsosgce2.fnal.gov

globus-job-run cmsosgce2.fnal.gov /bin/date

command:

condor_submit example.jdl

example.jdl:

executable = /bin/date
universe = globus
globusscheduler = cmsosgce2.fnal.gov/jobmanager-condor
output = date.$(Cluster).$(Process).out
error = date.$(Cluster).$(Process).err
log = date.$(Cluster).$(Process).log
notification = never
queue 1
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Addendum: authentication problems
Indication for authentication problems between UI and RB:

Solutions:

Make sure you are registered with the CMS VO (voms extension of 
the proxy, see requesting proxy)

If you're already registered with CMS, it might be that the certification 
authority that issued your certificate is not supported.

Make sure you can authenticate to other CEs

25

Selected Virtual Organisation name (from EDG_WL_UI_CONFIG_VO env variable): cms
**** Error: API_NATIVE_ERROR ****
Error while calling the "NSClient::multi" native api
AuthenticationException: Failed to establish security context...
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Addendum: authentication problems
CRAB tries to automatically create a proxy of your GRID certificate as 
needed.

The following error:

indicates that your certificate will expire within the requested length of 
the new proxy (CRAB requests always proxies with a length of 8 days)

Solution:

update your certificate

request valid proxy within the valid lifetime of your certificate

26

Warning: your certificate and proxy will expire Mon Feb 12 02:02:24 2007 
which is within the requested lifetime of the proxy

voms-proxy-init -voms cms -valid <number of hours>

myproxy-init -s myproxy.cern.ch -d -n -c <HH:MM>


